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ABSTRACT 

James Joyce’s Ulysses is one of the most influential novels of the 
twentieth century, due largely to the innovations of the literary technique 
known as stream-of-consciousness.  Joyce did not invent the stream-of-
consciousness technique, which relays the pre-organized thoughts of the 
character as they are conceived, without comment from the narrator. 
Within Ulysses, however, Joyce took the technique to its pinnacle of 
development.  Much of the impact of Joyce’s stream-of-consciousness can 
be seen in the context of an accumulation of trends that had been building 
throughout the Romantic and Victorian literary periods. By taking the 
narrative to the extreme, Joyce pushed the stream-of-consciousness 
technique into the mainstream and made it one of the most commonly used 
techniques in twentieth century literature.   

Introduction 

The major historical periods of literature have mirrored the major 
historical periods of recent history, namely the Romantic Age, the Victorian 
age, and the Modern Age.  Each period has its own distinguishing 
characteristics and the great writers of each period embody those 
characteristics.  As we look back at the different periods, the transitional 
years between the periods are marked by changes in society that demand 
changes in literature.  The shift from the Romantic Age (1798-1832) to the 
Victorian Age (1832-1901) was prompted by the Industrial and Scientific 
Revolutions and society’s corresponding changes in their quality of, and 
attitude toward, life.  The Modern Age (1890 to the Present) was similarly 
prompted by new attitudes that grew out of the social changes that took 
place during the Victorian Age.  These changes did not occur overnight, but 
rather over long periods of time as writers experimented and pushed the 
limits of acceptance within society.   

Like all great literary movements, modernism in literature had been 
building for some time before it came to be accepted as the norm in 
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literature.  Many writers were involved in the development of the modernist 
movement by promoting experimentation with different styles and 
techniques.  One such technique was the stream-of-consciousness 
technique, which was quite an old technique, but one that had not been 
fully developed until author James Joyce experimented with it in the early 
twentieth century.  Like other new literary forms and techniques that have 
been developed, accepted, and then widely used in literature, the 
development of the stream-of-consciousness technique can be compared to 
the swing of a pendulum:  The swing begins as the technique is first used in 
literature, gains momentum as it is made to embody new ideas and 
characteristics through experimentation, reaches its pinnacle point when it 
is brought to the extreme, and then is accepted as a literary technique.  
Once accepted, the technique is then further explored and experimented 
with by other writers.  This pattern can be seen in the development of new 
literary techniques throughout history.  While many circumstances 
contribute to the development of the new techniques, they would not 
become widely used and accepted if not for the writers who pushed them to 
the extreme.  Such is the case with James Joyce.  The stream-of-
consciousness technique was first used as far back as the eighteenth 
century, was experimented with by several writers throughout the 
nineteenth century, was made to embody several emerging characteristics 
near the turn of the century, and was then brought to its highest point of 
development by James Joyce in his 1922 novel Ulysses, after which it 
became accepted and widely used in modern literature. 

 
Literature Review 

 
According to Manfred Jahn in “Narratology:  A Guide to the 

Theory of Narrative”, “stream of consciousness is often used as a general 
term for the textual rendering of mental processes, especially any attempt to 
capture the random, irregular, disjointed, associative and incoherent 
character of these processes”  (Kahn N8.8). It helps writers emphasize the 
pre-organizational aspect of their character’s thoughts.  The stream-of-
consciousness is now one of the major tools that modern writers use to 
reveal the character’s “thoughts as they fall, in random, free, unstructured, 
chaotic, and even inchoate or nonverbal form – these are the purest 
fragments or moments of sensation and being” (Osborne 1).  Today, 
stream-of-consciousness is one of the main ways modern writers gain 
access to their character (Abrams 1905).  In addition to changing how 
characters are revealed, this technique pushed the boundaries of accepted 
subject matter, as well as changing the place of the storyteller and the 
responsibility of the reader in modern fiction. The modern storyteller is 
much more removed from the novel than the Victorian storyteller was.  
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Stream-of-consciousness changed the nature of the modern novel by taking 
the character’s thoughts into the deep psyche, and by shifting responsibility 
away from the storyteller, leaving the readers to interpret the story.  
Readers now have to analyze what they are presented with and use that 
information to come to their own conclusions about morality, plot, and 
meaning.   Modern literature thus differs a great deal from Victorian and 
Romantic literature.  Many new techniques and styles were pushed into 
literature and accepted by other writers due to the writers who both 
embodied the changes going on in society and pushed the limits of the 
acceptance of new literary techniques in literature. 

James Joyce exerted one of the greatest influences on twentieth 
century literature.  His greatest work, that which is considered to have had 
the most influence, was his 1922 novel Ulysses.  The plot of the novel is 
summarized as follows by the Encarta Encyclopedia: “Primarily concerned 
with a 24-hour period in the life of an Irish Jew, Leopold bloom, Ulysses 
describes also the same day in the life of Stephen Dedalus, and the story 
reaches its climax in the meeting of the two characters”.  However, it was 
not the story that made Ulysses so influential, but rather the manner in 
which the story was told.  In the article “The Dangerous Modern Library 
List” author L.K. discusses how Ulysses was the top novel on the Modern 
Library list’s “best 20th century English language novels” (L.K. 68).  Paul 
Gray gives the novel similar praise in his 1998 Time cover story article, in 
which he claims that Ulysses “revolutionized 20th century fiction” (Gray 
102).  Countless others, including Thomas F. Staley and Liam Heaney, cite 
Ulysses as the most influential novel of the twentieth century (Staley 157, 
Heaney 29).  Author John Gross, in James Joyce, adds that “however much 
recent critics may wrangle over the exact course of literary modernism, the 
publication of Ulysses remains one of the few landmarks on which 
everybody can still agree” (Gross 1).  It was by pushing the limits of 
accepted techniques in literature that Joyce changed the nature of the 
accepted boundaries in literature at the time.  

Scholars agree that even before Ulysses was published it was one 
of the most controversial novels of all time.  As Anthony Burgess states in 
RE Joyce, “ Printed at last in France by a Paris bookshop, all the regular 
British and American channels having turned it down, Ulysses…began an 
unbelievable career of suppression, vilification, adulteration, piracy, public 
and private burning, smuggling” (Burgess 83).  Thomas F. Staley discusses 
its initial controversy in Approaches to Ulysses, where he states that, when 
Ulysses first appeared, “It was bitterly denounced and enthusiastically 
applauded” (Staley 157).  As Armin Arnold explains in his essay on James 
Joyce included in the 4th volume of Modern British Literature, “Joyce was 
the one who advanced furthest and most boldly toward the abolition of the 
kind of literature and art which humanity has known since the time of 
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Aristotle”  (Arnold 113).  This advancement, however, was not “necessarily 
all for the best [for] one might ask:  Did not the so called “decadence of the 
novel” begin with Joyce?”  While authors before Joyce were satisfied to 
portray the world objectively and presented the problems they perceived as 
a “prophet with a solution” (Arnold 113), in Ulysses Joyce neither 
commented on the problems of the world, not offered a solution (Arnold 
113).  Some people immediately identified Ulysses as the ultimate in 
modern experimentation (Gross 1), others saw it as the breakdown of the 
novel, “but both attackers and defenders agreed that it was revolutionary” 
(Staley 157).   

Many scholars and critics credit the impact and influence of 
Ulysses to Joyce’s development of the stream-of-consciousness technique 
within the novel.  It was within Ulysses that Joyce is said to have “further 
developed the stream-of-consciousness technique as a remarkable means of 
character portrayal” (Encarta).  In the article “The English Novel in the 
Twentieth Century:  A Hundred years of Fiction” Robert Rubens states that 
within Ulysses, “Joyce invented his own technique — the stream-of- 
consciousness which was perhaps the most important innovation in modern 
literature” (Rubens 292).  Through Joyce’s stream-of-consciousness in 
Ulysses, decadence, described in A Handbook to Literature as including 
self-awareness and moral perversity, was captured (Holman 120).  By 
capturing the aspects of decadence, Joyce’s stream-of-consciousness 
became unconventional and “had a very strong effect:  his work encouraged 
writers to experiment more and more freely”  (Arnold 112).  Within 
Ulysses Joyce created the stream-of-consciousness technique that would 
greatly influence other writers throughout the twentieth century (Arnold 
112).   

What the critics and scholars fail to mention, however, is that 
Joyce’s innovative stream-of-consciousness was the pinnacle of a 
movement that had been building for some time.  Joyce pushed the 
boundaries of character development and revolutionized modern literature, 
yet the reason behind his influence remains somewhat unclear.  After all, 
Joyce did not invent the stream-of-consciousness technique.  Others 
experimented with the technique before Joyce, and Virginia Woolf was 
experimenting with it at the same time that Joyce was.  So why, then, is 
Joyce the one who is so often credited as being the one who created the 
stream-of-consciousness technique?  What is it about Joyce’s stream-of-
consciousness that helped to label him as one of the greatest writers of the 
twentieth century? 
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Change in Literary Movements and Developments in Literary 
Techniques 

 
Movements in literature do not simply begin, but rather they  “have 

in every case been slowly recognized” (Curry 100). The pattern of literary 
movements can be seen by comparing the characteristics of the Romantic, 
Victorian, and Modern ages.  Not only does the pattern of differences 
between the ages become clear, but so too does the pattern of the rising 
tendencies towards modernist writing show its roots in each of the different 
ages.  By comparing the three ages, then, we can see that while changes 
were occurring in the short term, the ideas that would prompt the changes 
to modernism were building throughout.  

The Romantic Period, which lasted from 1785 to 1830, was a 
socially “turbulent period, during which England experienced the ordeal of 
change from a primarily agricultural society …to a modern industrial 
nation” (Abrams 2).  These radical changes “occurred in a context of 
revolution — first the American and then the much more radical French — 
and of wars, of economic cycles of inflation and depression, and of the 
constant threat to the social structure from the imported revolutionary 
ideologies to which the ruling classes responded by the repression of 
traditional liberties”  (Abrams 2).  Literature then started to reflect the 
issues that were important to the common man since “people in general had 
more leisure in which to read, as well as more disposable income with 
which to purchase reading materials” (Abrams 17). According to William 
Vaughn Moody in his History of English Literature, Literary Romanticism 
can be characterized as being “essentially the emphasis upon the individual 
effort to escape from the world of conventions and social control”  (Moody 
237) . One of the major types of Romantic literature was  “the realistic 
novel, which dealt with social life and manners” (Moody 293) and whose 
main purpose was “to paint life” (Moody 293).  This purpose pervades the 
writing of numerous Romantic novelists, including that of Jane Austin.  
The following passage, which describes one of the heroines in Austin’s 
1811 novel Sense and Sensibility, reveals the general attitude toward 
character portrayal and the position of the narrator in the novel: 

 
She had an excellent heart:  her disposition was 
affectionate, and her feelings were strong; but she knew 
how to govern them:  it was a knowledge which her mother 
had yet to learn, and which one of her sisters had resolved 
never to be taught (Austin 24). 

 
As evident in this passage, Austin sought to reflect society by using humor 
and wit to guide her reader through the lives of her passionate heroes.  She 
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shows the reader her characters, guides them through the plot, and uses a 
“high-handed manner towards the reader’s freedom of response” (Drabble 
x).  Not only does the novel act as a social commentary, but it also “offers 
insights into emotional depths” (Drabble xix), both of which functions were 
becoming increasingly important in literature.   

The theme of social commentary and exploration into the depth of 
characters became even more important in the Victorian novel.  The 
Victorian era, begun in 1830 and lasting until 1901, was one of “great 
social change and intellectual advancement”  (Moody 341).  The main 
cause of change, according to Moody, was the growth of democracy, which 
“placed the political power of England in the hands of the middle class 
…and therefore a vast body of people who heretofore had little or no access 
to literature have been reached by it, and have in turn influenced its 
character” (Moody 341).  Thus social issues such as poverty and class 
struggle became important subjects in literature.   “Most Victorian novels 
focus on a protagonist whose effort to define his or her place in society is 
the main concern of the plot.  The novel thus constructs a tension between 
surrounding social conditions and the aspiration of the hero or heroine, 
whether it be for love, social position, or a life adequate to his or her 
imagination” (Abrams 1059).  In presenting this tension, the writer placed 
himself in a position of attempting to convince the reader to accept the 
presented morals or opinions.   This can be clearly seen in a passage from 
Hard Times by Charles Dickens, one of the foremost Victorian writers.  
When one of the characters had finished explaining the intentions that had 
prompted his earlier actions, Dickens’s narrator comments (Spector XVI): 

 
He said it earnestly, and to do him justice he had.  In 
gauging fathomless deeps with his little mean excise-rod, 
and in staggering over the universe with his rusty stiff-
legged compasses, he had meant to do great things.  Within 
the limits of his short tether he had tumbled about, 
annihilating the flowers of existence with greater 
singleness of purpose than many of the blatant personages 
whose company he kept (Dickens 207). 

 
By speaking directly to the reader, the narrator has a very definite 
instructional position within the novel.  Dickens’s opinion that “the system 
… perverts even men who are seeking to do good” (Spector XVI) becomes 
clear and it is Dickens’ job, as narrator, to guide the reader to a moral 
conclusion.  Throughout this moral guidance, however, lies a constant 
attempt to portray the world as it really is in order “to convince us that the 
characters and events they imagine resemble those we experience in real 
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life” (Abrams 1059).  The end result is always one of optimism (Keep 1) 
and the moral is always one of hope. 

Throughout the latter years of the Victorian era, several writers 
began to show a departure from the strict Victorian form in literature.  
However, it was not until the strict structure of Victorian society began to 
break down at the close of the century that the radical ideas in literature 
began to be widely experimented with. People began to question life and 
their place in the universe.  Accordingly, traditional beliefs and structures 
began to lose their absoluteness.  Furthermore, “the once-prevailing 
nineteenth-century notions of ordinary reality came under serious attack”  
(Abrams 1905).  The turmoil of the “soul in its regret for vanished faith and 
its anxious search for new wisdom” (Legouis 345) can be clearly seen in 
this passage from Joseph Conrad’s 1899 Heart of Darkness: 

 
I found myself back in the sepulchral city resenting the 
sight of people hurrying through the streets to filch a little 
money from each other, to devour their infamous cookery, 
to gulp their unwholesome beer, to dream their 
insignificant and silly dreams.  They trespassed upon my 
thoughts.  They were intruders whose knowledge of life 
was to me an irritating pretence, because I felt sure they 
could not possibly know the things I knew (Conrad 2011). 

 
As this passage demonstrates, the emphasis was shifting from external 
reality to internal reality in writing.  The character’s experiences and 
attitudes were beginning to influence the perspective of the novel.  This 
shift, the turning inward of the subject matter and the expression of bitter 
cynicism, was a major aspect of the shift to Modernism (Holman, 276).  
While no one writer or movement can be said to have single-handedly 
started the modernist movement, from the “perspective of the twentieth 
century … it is easy to see in the nineties the beginning of the modernist 
movement in literature” (Abrams 1054).   

The same pattern of movements in literature coming slowly to 
recognition can be seen through the development of forms and techniques 
in literature.  Robert Browning’s development of the dramatic monologue 
demonstrates how a writer can push a known technique into the mainstream 
of literature by developing it to the extreme. Browning, although often cited 
as the creator of the dramatic monologue, did not invent the technique.  
Rather, he adopted it, experimented with it, and took it to its pinnacle of 
development, after which it became widely accepted and used in literature 
(Curry 113). The dramatic monologue is presented “in a dramatic situation.  
The character is speaking to an identifiable but silent listener at a dramatic 
moment in the speaker’s life” (Holman 141).  As Browning used the 
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dramatic monologue technique, the reader became forced to “work through 
the words of the speaker to discover the meaning of the poet” (Abrams 
1345).  Only then could the reader truly comprehend the meaning of the 
poem, despite what the words of the character in the poem may convey.  
This offered “deep insight into the character of the speaker” for the 
intention was to present a character much different than the character the 
speaker was presenting in himself.  In Browning’s famous poem “My Last 
Duchess”, for instance, the reader is placed in a position where he/she must 
listen to the Duke’s one-sided conversation and, from that, the reader must 
“piece together the situation, both past and present, and … infer what sort 
of woman the Duchess really was and what sort of man the Duke is”  
(Abrams 1345).   

 
Oh sir, she smiled, no doubt, 
Whene’er I passed her; but who passed without  
Much the same smile?  This grew; I gave commands; 
Then all smiles stopped together (Browning 1353). 
   

Despite what the Duke directly states in his speech, the reader can see what 
is revealed and therefore identifies him as a cold-blooded murderer.  The 
speaker’s presentation of himself, then, is much different from the picture 
the reader actually forms.  After Browning’s experimentations, the dramatic 
monologue became widely used in literature.  The dramatic monologue 
technique, then, that had once been a “departure from the norm [became] in 
one form or another the norm”  (Abrams 1067).   

Just as the dramatic monologue was taken to the extreme after a 
long career of progression and experimentation, so too was the stream-of-
consciousness technique.  The stream-of-consciousness technique had a 
long history, during which its development occurred slowly.  In its 
concentration on the inner consciousness of the character, the stream-of-
consciousness technique had been used as far back as 1759 by Laurence 
Stern in his novel Tristram Shandy (Holman 429).  Emile Legouis, in A 
Short History of English Literature, claims that, unlike other novels of the 
time,  “Adventure no longer finds any place in it.  What need, when the 
smallest, most insignificant detail may be rich with moving or comical 
reflections?”  (Legouis 244). Stern “freed the sequence of thought from the 
rigors of logical organization” (Holman 430).  However, despite his 
attempts to describe thought, Stern did not “get beneath the speech level in 
his portrait of Tristram’s consciousness”(Holman 430).  Stern’s usage of 
the technique held a great deal of potential.  It was that potential that would 
be explored by many writers in the years to come.  

While several other writers experimented with the technique 
throughout the nineteenth century, it was French novelist Eduard 
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Dujardin’s experiments with the technique that brought it to the next level. 
During the nineteenth century, the French novelist Eduard Dujardin used 
the stream-of-consciousness concept to create the interior monologue, 
which is an “extended passage of direct thought” (qud. In Kahn N8.9).  In 
creating the style, Dujardin said that the “essential innovation introduced by 
interior monologue consists in the fact that its aim is to invoke the 
uninterrupted flow of thoughts going through the character’s being, as they 
are born, and in the order they are born, without any explanation of logical 
sequence and giving the impression of raw experience”  (qud. in Kahn 
N8.9).  Dujardin used the interior monologue in much of his writing.  An 
example of his interior monologue technique, taken from The Bays Are 
Sere, shows the thoughts of a man entering a restaurant and thinking: 

 
The waiter.  The table.  My hat on the stand. Let’s take our 
gloves off; drop them casually on the table; these little 
things   show a man’s style.  My coat on the stand; I sit 
down; ouf!  I was weary.  I’ll put my gloves in my coat 
pockets.  Blazing   with light, golden, red, with its mirrors, 
this glitter, what?  The restaurant where I am.  I was tired. 
(qtd. in Kahn N8.9).  
  

The thoughts are indeed presented without an explanation or comment from 
the author and emphasize the subjectivity of reality.  The plot is secondary 
to the character.  However, like Stern, Dujardin’s interior monologue 
remained at the speech level. While the reader is presented with the internal 
thoughts of the character, they are the thoughts as they pass through the 
character’s consciousness.  The thoughts have already been formed and 
could be spoken if the character were to choose to relay his thoughts 
verbally.  While the thoughts were presented without an explanation or 
comment from the author, they remain at the level where it seems as though 
the character were relaying to another character the thoughts as they travel 
through the mind.    

Narrative technique was expanded further near the end of the 
nineteenth century by Henry James in his psychological novels, where he 
was the first to “report the flow of conscious and ordered intelligence” 
(Holman 429).  He “increasingly removed himself as controlling narrator” 
(Baym 283), so that the “subjects of his novels often were precisely the 
inner thoughts and emotions of the character rather any external events” 
(Osborne 1).  His development of an emphasis on showing, rather than 
telling, the reader what the character is thinking, forced the reader to “enter 
the process of creating meaning” (Baym 283).  An example of James’ shift 
away from a dominant narrator can be seen in the following passage from 
The Jolly Corner:   
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The face, that face, Spencer Brydon’s? — he searched it 
still, but looking away from it in dismay and denial, falling 
straight from his height of sublimity.  It was unknown, 
inconceivable, awful, disconnected from any possibility —
!  He had been “sold” he inwardly moaned, stalking such 
game as this:  the presence before him was a presence, the 
horror within him a horror (James 420). 
 

The emphasis here is on the thoughts and emotional responses of the 
character to external events.  However, James, like Dujardin, remained on a 
“consciously articulated level” (Holman 430). Additionally, while the 
narrator is removed in the sense that the emphasis is on the character’s 
thoughts, the narrator still has a strong presence in the narration of the 
story.  It is the narrator who describes what the character is thinking, rather 
than the character’s thoughts being presented directly.   

The development of the stream-of-consciousness technique in the 
novel was part of a “shift in emphasis to the inner lives of the characters 
during the late Victorian period and in the modern period [that] has often 
been said to be related to a growing shift away from a belief in an 
independent, absolutely verifiable external reality” (Osborne 1).  The term 
modern “implies a historical discontinuity, a sense of alienation, of loss, 
and of despair” (Holman 274).  Its writers sought to break away from the 
traditions of their time and concentrate instead on the inner personality of 
their characters.  Therefore, the stream-of-consciousness novel centered 
“itself in the experimental examination of the inner self” (Holman 275) and 
“It believes that we create the world in the act of perceiving it” (Holman 
274).   

From the first time James Joyce was exposed to the stream-of-
consciousness technique while reading Les Lauriers Sont Coupee at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, he realized its potential as a device 
through which he could truly capture the individual.  He “realized that he 
could never express all the despair and hope in man’s wanderings through 
life in the modern world”  (Jones 12) and chose instead to attempt to 
express the “central character’s perceptions of the world and inner thoughts 
in response” (Osborne 1).  As a device that by its very nature concentrates 
on the internal as opposed to the external in character portrayal, the stream-
of-consciousness technique, even in its primitive form, held the potential to 
reveal “the inner being over the social human being” (Holman 274).   

Joyce began to experiment with the stream-of-consciousness 
technique in his early writing by relying more and more heavily on “a 
memorable phase of the mind itself” (Jones 12) than on traditional plot or 
theme.  In Portrait of an Artist as a Young Man, Joyce shows the artist 
“realizing the importance of the mind in portraying character.  Not only 
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does he have Stephen say that thought is more important than speech and 
gesture, but the most vivid passages in the book are examples of the way 
the artist’s imagination plays upon the events that affect him the most”  
(Jones 360).  Yet, like the other writers who had used the technique, 
Joyce’s early experimentation with the stream-of-consciousness technique 
were limited.  Its use in his writing was “nearly always done in the 
conventional manner of older fiction by having the character described as 
thinking or reminiscing on past events” (Jones 37). The thoughts of the 
character are presented but, since they are presented through the narrator, 
the text remains reliable, as shown here: 

 
A louse crawled over the nape of his neck and, putting his 
thumb and forefinger deftly beneath his loose collar, he 
caught it. He rolled its body, tender yet brittle as a grain of 
rice, between thumb and finger for an instant before he let 
it fall from him and wondered would it live or die . . . . The 
life of his body, illclad, illfed, louse-eaten, made him close 
his eyelids in a sudden spasm of despair: and in the 
darkness he saw the brittle bright bodies of lice falling 
from the air and turning often as they fell . . . . His mind 
bred vermin. His thoughts were lice born of the sweat of 
sloth. (Joyce 233-34) 
 

While the reader is made to examine Stephen’s character, the information 
to be examined is presented through a constant and reliable narrator.  Joyce 
moved into the internal workings of the character in Portrait of an Artist as 
a Young Man, yet he did so within the boundaries that existed in literature 
at that point. 
 
Stream-of-Consciousness Revolutionized 

 
When Joyce began working on his novel Ulysses, he changed from 

the writer who was experimenting with the stream-of-consciousness 
technique to the writer who would take it to the extreme and thereby 
revolutionize character development in literature in the twentieth century.  
Rather than wanting to guide the reader through a series of events that 
ultimately lead to a moral climax, Joyce wanted to present speculations on 
life and to have his characters portray man as he truly is (Shipley 119).  
Therefore, in the words of critic Edmond Wilson, “Joyce has attempted in 
Ulysses to render as exhaustively, as precisely and as directly as it is 
possible in words to do, what our participation in life is like — or rather, 
what it seems to us like as from moment to moment we live” (Gray 103).  
He accomplished this task by taking the stream-of-consciousness technique 
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and using it to fully express the workings of the mind of his characters.  In 
the process, Joyce “tossed out most of the narrative techniques found in 19th 
century fiction”  (Gray 103).   

In order to truly portray to the reader what it means to live in the 
modern world, the character must be representative of the modern man.  
Therefore, the heroes and heroines of the traditional novel simply would no 
longer do. If the thoughts were to be real, they must come from a realistic 
character.  Thus came the need for the three heroes of Ulysses:  Stephen 
Dedalus, Leopold Bloom, and his wife, Molly Bloom.   All of these 
characters are common, everyday people living common, everyday lives 
and their actions “become symbolic of the activity of the Individual in the 
World”  (Abrams 2233).  By having these characters as the heroes of 
Ulysses, Joyce embodied the Modernist principle of elevating “the 
individual and the inner being over the social human being” (Holman 274).   

It is within the minds of his ordinary characters that Joyce used the 
stream-of-consciousness technique to explore the depths of human thought. 
In order to fully describe the inner workings of the mind of his characters, 
Joyce needed to go beyond the narrative techniques that had been 
previously developed.  While the novels that had focused on the inner 
thoughts of the characters were important in the development of the stream-
of-consciousness technique, they were limited to the speech level of 
thoughts and therefore could not accurately portray the essence of human 
thought.  In order to realistically describe what it is to live in the world, 
even the seemingly trivial and illogical thoughts and feelings would have to 
be described.  Thus Joyce took the stream-of-consciousness technique 
further in Ulysses by going beyond the speech level of consciousness and 
exploring the deep levels of consciousness and the subconscious. Before 
Joyce, stream-of-consciousness was used to reveal the character, but only 
the character’s immediate personality.  Joyce took it to the extreme by 
showing what is beneath the conscious level (Moody 513).   

In order to reach new levels of depth in the minds of his characters, 
Joyce incorporated the concepts of Freudian psychological exploration.  In 
Ulysses, Joyce incorporated Freud’s depth hypothesis which, as described 
in the 8th Edition of Abnormal Psychology:  Current Perspectives, is “the 
idea that almost all mental activity takes place unconsciously.  According to 
Freud, the mind is divided into two levels.  At the surface is the perceptual 
conscious, consisting of a narrow range of mental events of which the 
person is aware at any given instant.  Beneath the perceptual conscious lies 
the unconscious, consisting of all the psychological materials (memories, 
desires, fears, etc.) that the mind is not attending to at that moment” (Alloy 
94). It is this subconscious that is explored in Ulysses in order to show how 
“we create the world in the act of perceiving it (Holman 274).   Therefore, 
as shown in the following excerpt from Ulysses, every thought that passes 
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through the character’s mind, no matter how seemingly insignificant, is 
presented to the reader: 

 
As they turned into Berkeley Street a street organ near the 
basin sent over and after them a rollicking rattling song of 
the halls.  Has anybody here seen Kelly?  Kay ee double ell 
wy.  Dead March from Saul.  He’s as bad as Antonio.  He 
left me on my ownio, Piroette!  The Mater Misericordiae. 
Eccles Street.  My house down there.  Big place.  Ward for 
incurables there.  Very encouraging.  Our lady’s Hospice 
for the dying.  Dead house handy underneath.  Where old 
Mrs. Riordan died.  They look terrible the women.  Her 
feeding cup and rubbing her mouth with the spoon.  Then 
the screen round her bed for her to die.  Nice young student 
that was dressed that bite the bee gave me.  He’s gone over 
to the lying-in hospital they told me.  From one extreme to 
the other  (Joyce 97). 

 
As it is used in Ulysses, the stream-of-consciousness technique “helps to 
give the characters individuality as well as showing how the subconscious 
mind … is continually speculating and shaping in response to the changing 
sounds, smells, sights and interactions that take place.  In this sense, the 
thought process and thought associations presented by Joyce mirror … the 
psychoanalytic technique proposed and developed by Freud” (Heaney 29).  
By creating the world through the character’s perceptions, Joyce shifted 
away from external reality and placed the frame of reference within the 
mind (Holman 274).   

Rather than presenting thoughts so that the reader may be guided 
through the story, Joyce presents the thoughts as they fall on the mind of 
his character.  Shifting and changing in response to the memories, desires 
and fears of the subconscious mind, the thoughts in this stream-of-
consciousness follow an associative path.  This is demonstrated by the 
word ownio in, “He’s as bad as Antonio.  He left me on my ownio” (Joyce 
97) where the word represents an associative connection. Another 
technique Joyce used to present the thoughts as they fell was by suggesting 
multiplicity of thought by varying “his style, from the flippant to the 
serious or from a realistic description to a suggestive set of images that 
indicate what might be called the general tone of the character’s 
consciousness”  (Abrams 2234).  As a result, the style of writing is not 
traditional or grammatically correct.  “Big place” (Joyce 97), for instance, 
is presented as a complete sentence because it is one of many fleeting 
thoughts passing through the character’s mind. Joyce also shifts from 
thought to thought, as found in this sentence: “Nice young student that was 
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dressed that bite the bee gave me”  (Joyce 97).  In addition, the presentation 
of thought also causes the “past and present to mingle in the texture of the 
prose because they mingle in the texture of consciousness”  (NA 2233).  In 
the sentences:  “Where old Mrs. Riordan died.  They look terrible the 
women” (Joyce 97), for instance, the tense shifts from past to present 
without explanation, just as thoughts switch when prompted by association. 
In an attempt to present the reader with the “kaleidoscope nature of human 
awareness” (Abrams 2234), Joyce presented his reader with a new style in 
literature. 

Not only did Joyce have to change style, when he was deep inside 
the minds of his characters, but so too did he have to change the subject of 
his character’s thoughts.  Once within the minds of the characters, Joyce 
presented what he found there and, in the process, touched on topics that 
had traditionally been avoided and shunned in literature.  Traditionally, a 
novel’s subject matter, reflecting societal values, was refined and proper.  
The novel that aimed to realistically portray life was the exception rather 
than the norm in literature.  According to Richard Schickel in his 1999 
Time article “The Arts:  100 years of Attitude”, “As late as 1912, a 
magazine editor…could write that ‘no-one paints life as it is – thank 
Heaven – for we could not bear it’, and receive few arguments from his 
readers”  (Schickel 135).  Subjects for novels followed strict moral 
guidelines in their subject matter.  The guidelines, mirroring what society 
deemed acceptable, would not permit taboo topics.  Joyce’s intentions, 
however, called for a more “detailed examination of the character’s acts 
and motives than traditional novelists thought either necessary or decent.  
Bloom must not only eat but defecate; Molly Bloom must meditate not only 
on her lovers, but also on what her lovers are like in bed”  (Burgess 84).  
By exploring the deep level of the mind, Joyce revealed thoughts that had 
never before appeared in literature because they were not present at the 
speech level of the characters and, if they were, the narrator certainly had 
not told the reader about them.  Thoughts, however, are not always decent 
and proper, especially at the subconscious level.  In order to realistically 
portray thoughts, the immoral had to be presented along with the moral.   

It was through the attempt to realistically portray all thoughts as 
they fell on the mind of his characters that Joyce began to remove himself 
as narrator from his novel.  Indeed, he removed himself so extensively as 
narrator from Ulysses that, by the end of the novel, he was nearly pushed 
out of existence (Staley 162).  In Ulysses, the traditional omniscient author 
devices were used “only to keep the reader apprised of [the character’s] 
movements and whereabouts and to sketch in certain necessary facts about 
the physical scene” (Staley 163).  For example, the narrator tells the reader 
the necessary facts that are occurring in the novel: “As they turned into 
Berkeley Street a street organ near the basin sent over and after them a 
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rollicking rattling song of the halls” (Joyce 97).  Even in this line the 
narrator’s presence is minimal.  While relaying the necessary action facts to 
the reader, he does not comment on the action or the mood of the scene.  
Then, by the very next line, “Has anybody here seen Kelly?” (Joyce 97), 
the narrator is completely removed and the reader is in the mind of the 
character.  

With the objective narrator removed, the reader was then placed in 
the position of having to discern external plot and meaning from the 
internal workings of the character’s mind. When the character’s thoughts 
are “Eccles Street.  My house down there. Big place.  Ward for incurables 
there”, the reader must not only deduce for themselves that the character is 
traveling past the street that leads to his house and that there is also a 
hospital there, but also must deduce the character’s emotions by examining 
the relationship between the transition of thoughts.  It was from thinking of 
his home that the thought of the ward was triggered, and therefore there is a 
relationship between them.   

More than ever before, the readers of Ulysses were forced to come 
to their own conclusions about the character, the plot, and the theme 
because the descriptions were internal and were presented without any 
comment from the author.  By taking the narrative deep within the mind of 
the characters, the reader had to deduce external plot, action, and themes 
and even morality from the thoughts of the character (Clough 1).  Every 
thought that passed through the mind of the characters was described 
without distinguishing emphasis or judgment.  In the following lines, for 
instance, several different images are presented without distinguishing 
emphasis:  “Her feeding cup and rubbing her mouth with the spoon.  Then 
the screen round her bed for her to die.  Nice young student that was 
dressed that bite the bee gave me” (Joyce 97).  Within these three sentences 
the reader is presented with images of aging, death, youth, and a bee sting.   
There is no transition or interpretation, such as “ He will always remember 
that bee sting that occurred the horrible day he was at the hospital” to tell 
the reader which thoughts are important.  This forced the reader to be more 
involved in the novel than ever before. In the words of John Gross, “What 
[Joyce] provides is the raw material:  how we interpret it will depend on our 
own presuppositions” (Gross 3). In order to gain understanding and 
meaning from the novel, the reader has to actively participate in the process 
by choosing which thoughts are important and which are not (Clough 1).  
In this sense, since the character’s mind is revealed not only at the 
conscious, deliberate level, but also at the deep, uncontrolled, subconscious 
level, the reader must question the reliability of the thoughts presented by 
the character.   Without a reliable narrator as guide, and with only the 
indiscriminate thoughts of the character by which to understand the story, 
the reader must approach the narration from a subjective standpoint.  That 
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is, the reader must approach the narration as “expressive in an intensely 
personal manner of the inner convictions, beliefs, dreams, or ideals” 
(Holman 432) of the character.  Through stream-of-consciousness in 
Ulysses, the position of the reader was changed from passive to active and 
Joyce thereby introduced a new way of telling a story (Fuller 122). 

 
Controversy 

 
Ulysses appeared serially in the Little Review from March, 1918, to 

August, 1920, before it was published in book form in 1922 “by a Paris 
bookshop, all the regular British and American channels having turned it 
down”  (Burgess 83).  From the moment it appeared, Ulysses was seen as 
revolutionary.  Yet there were many who believed that it was a revolution 
that they did not want to happen.  For the first time, the reader was not only 
brought into the mind of the character, but also brought into the uninhibited 
mind that was not controlled by morality or social standards.  Therefore, the 
“presence of dirty words and the descriptions of bodily functions” caused 
Ulysses to be labeled as obscene and it was banned in the United States in 
1922 and in England in 1923.   The novel remained publicly banned for 
over ten years.  Even “when, in 1933, Judge Woolsey pronounced in the 
United States District Court that Ulysses was not obscene and might legally 
be bought and sold in America” (Burgess 83), there were those who 
opposed Joyce’s innovations.  Joyce had taken the great hero, the great 
moral, and the objective narrator out of the novel and some people “came to 
see Joyce’s exploits as threatening to the life of the novel itself” (Jameson 
44).   

Not everyone responded negatively to Ulysses, however.  When it 
began appearing in the Little Review, its influence “rapidly made itself felt 
among the younger authors writing in the English tongue” (Gilbert 24).  
Upon its release, T.S. Eliot described Ulysses as having “killed the 
nineteenth century”  (Gross 1).  Other writers began to imitate and utilize 
the stream-of-consciousness technique as found in Ulysses (Gilbert 24).  
The stream-of-consciousness quickly became a commonly used device for 
writers attempting to portray realistic characters.  In hindsight it “is easy to 
see that this literary device, which enabled a writer to explore the secret 
places of the Ego and to capture thoughts at the very moment of their 
conception, was destined to fascinate those writers who held that the 
business of art is to follow nature; and such, in fact, was the effect produced 
by Ulysses on the younger generation of writers”  (Gilbert 25).  The stream-
of-consciousness technique, then, settled in as the norm in literary 
technique for character portrayal.  Once accepted, the technique was 
adopted and experimented with by other writers.  
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While many writers experimented with Joyce’s stream-of-
consciousness as a literary device, “ the only author who tried to surpass it 
… was Joyce himself” (Gray 104).  In 1939, Joyce published Finnegans 
Wake, in which he attempted to take the stream-of-consciousness technique 
even further.  This time, however, the reaction was completely negative.  In 
Finnegans Wake, the stream-of-consciousness technique is used to explore 
“the dreams and nightmares of H.C. Earwick, the central character, offering 
a slowly shifting kaleidoscope of connections and associations with his 
apparently amorphous waking existence” (Heany 31). The effect, however, 
was one of inaccessibility which, in the words of Michael Mays, was 
caused by “the sheer difficulty of the text, the often tedious, intermittently 
exhilarating, and always demanding nature of the reading experience” 
(Mays 20).  According to James D. Cahalan, “no major literary work since 
Medieval times has a reputation of being more difficult for the reader than 
Joyce’s Finnegans Wake” (Cahalan 306).  This inaccessibility is evident 
even in the lines: 

    
The fall (bababadalgharaghtakamminarronnkonobronutonn 
erronntuonnthunntrovarrhounawnskawntochoohoordenenth
urnuk!) of a once wall-strait oldparr is retaled early in bed 
and later on life down through all christian minstrelsy.  The 
great fall of the offwall entailed at such short notice the 
pfjschute of Finnegan, erse solid man, that the 
humptyhillhead of humself prumptly sends an unquiring 
one well to the west in quest of his tumptytumtoes: and 
their upturnpike pointandplace is at the knock out in the 
park where oranges have been laid to rust upon the green 
since devlinsfirst loved livvy. (Booker 190) 
 

As shown here, Finnegans Wake takes place at such a deep conscious level, 
the thoughts are so associative, and the narrator is so removed that, 
according to Arnold, “It would be difficult to imagine a work of literature 
on the other side” (Arnold 113).  Even Joyce’s fellow experimental writers, 
such as Ezra Pound and Virginia Woolf, found Finnegans Wake to be so 
extreme that it was “threatening to the life of the novel itself” (Jameson 44).  
The very existence of Finnegans Wake proves that Ulysses, which does not 
penetrate the character’s subconscious so extensively, is as extreme as the 
stream-of-consciousness technique should be.   

 
Conclusions 

 
Ulysses thus remains the “excessive extreme or terminal point in 

the historical development of the (essentially Realist) novel”  (Mays 21).  
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After Joyce, writers experimented with the stream-of-consciousness 
technique within the boundaries that James Joyce had created.  Because of 
Joyce’s experimentations in Ulysses, the stream-of-consciousness technique 
became a vogue technique in literature.  Aspects of Joyce’s 
accomplishment in Ulysses can be seen, either directly or indirectly, in the 
works of countless writers who followed (Gray 104). “The tendency today 
is to see the stream of consciousness … [as a tool] to be used in the 
presentation of character in depth” (Holman 430).  After Joyce, “some 
version of the interior flow of thought [became] the main modernist access 
to character” (Abrams 1905).   

Thus the movement that had been building, and that was brought to 
the extreme in Ulysses, was finally accepted in literature.  According to 
Thomas F. Stately, many of the extreme views that had been widely held 
when the book first appeared have now been disposed of, and no one now 
“would responsibly consider it a hoax, or the product of a madman’s 
delusions”  (Stately 89).  Anthony Burgess agrees, claiming that “Now we 
are past being shocked by Ulysses” (Burgess 83).  While the technique was 
used before Joyce, it would “never have been so widely used in 
contemporary fiction but for Joyce’s genius”  (Jones 48).  Just like 
numerous other movements in literature, that of James Joyce’s Ulysses was 
controversial.  But, through its controversy, it changed literature.   
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